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What makes for a good physician? In the later Middle Ages, the short answer to this timeless question could be expressed in one word: learning. Skill and bedside manners are certainly useful, but they are not enough. Or, better put, in order to be successful and respected, physicians must be learned. They cannot stop short at symptoms, but must know the deeper causes of disease; they must base their diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment on logical reasoning and the Hippocratic, Galenic, and Arabic heritage. Mastering the authoritative texts implies, in turn, the need for Latin literacy.

In the medieval West, this ideal of book-learned medicine was first articulately defended by a group of twelfth-century physicians linked in one way or another with the town of Salerno in southern Italy.¹ Calling themselves no longer simply “healers” (medici), but also “experts in natural philosophy” (phisici), Salernitan physicians claimed scientific status for the medical art by developing its theoretical dimension. They linked up their causal models with the theory of the four elements (fire, air, water, earth) and actively contributed to contemporary cosmological debates. Inscribing their pharmacology into the physics of the elementary qualities (hot, cold, wet, dry), they eliminated, like Galen before them,² the recourse to charms and blessings, effectively separating medicine from magic and religion.³ In their pursuit of a rational and theory-based medicine, Salernitan physicians set the stage for the even more technical and speculative medicine developed in the universities of Montpellier, Bologna, and Paris from the middle of the thirteenth century onward.

Short answers, however, are usually oversimplifications. A longer, more nuanced reply to our initial question would, of course, have to take into account that learned physicians only ever represented a small elite among all medieval practitioners. Nor did learned physicians outright deny the possibility of demonic or divine intervention, but tended only to limit its scope.⁴ Moreover, even within the literate tradition, the frontiers between medicine, magic, and religion remained far from clear-cut. There was room, in mainstream medical theory, for marvelous properties of stones and plants for which
the concept of elementary qualities could not account. These powers could be known only by experience and were attributed to some kind of hidden force or form, magnetic attraction serving as the paradigmatic example. While natural marvels were not considered magical in themselves, the recognition of hidden, yet natural, forces opened the door to the notion of a magic based solely on the exploitation of the powers of nature. As such, medical naturalism could express itself not as a tendency to dismiss magical or religious healing practices, but rather as an effort to integrate these practices into learned medicine. The term “naturalism” must consequently be handled with some caution.

The multilayeredness of medical naturalism found expression in Urso of Salerno, who flourished from circa 1160 to circa 1200. In Urso’s works, the Salernitan effort to connect medicine to natural philosophy reached its apogee. At the same time, this last of the great Salernitan masters seems also to have been the first, in the medieval West, to propose a rational and naturalistic account of the healing power of incantations, more or less in accordance with the basic tenets of medicine and natural philosophy.

Urso discussed incantations in one of his aphorisms and developed his argument in the lengthy commentary he later composed on this collection of 109 encapsulations of medical and philosophical doctrine (the text of this aphorism and the gloss, as well as an English translation are provided in Appendix 2). Urso’s views on incantation, which have gone largely unnoticed by historians, center on the idea that their efficacy rests not on some intrinsic power of words but on the physician’s trustworthiness and physical presence, as well as the confidence, trust, and hope of recovery he inspires in his patient. According to Urso, being a good physician is a matter not of just knowledge and expertise, but also charisma, of having a good “aura.” It is this paradox that I explore further in this article.

Interestingly, Urso starts out his argument with a description of religious forms of efficacious
language, such as sacramental formulas, exorcisms, benedictions, maledictions, and prayers, as well as
demonic incantations. The efficacy of these other forms of ritual language depends, so Urso claims,
like that of medical incantation, on both the speaker and the beneficiary or target. Explicit references to
religion, theology, and demonology repeatedly crop up in other parts of the aphorisms commentary as
well.

The meaning of these incursions into theology is one of the focal points of this study. What do
they tell us about Urso’s training and milieu, his vision of nature, and ideas about the relationship
between theology and science? At the time of Urso’s writing, theologians were intensively discussing
the nature of the sacraments and other religious rituals. The implications of these debates for Urso,
whether or not he was fully aware of all the details, are crucial for understanding his argument. Another
important question concerns Urso’s motivation for inserting an aphorism about incantations, given their
near absence in Salernitan medical sources. There was no textual imperative to do so, no authority that
would have been difficult to ignore. To answer these questions, we must first study Urso’s theory of
natural incantation in more detail.

Audacious Urso’s Aphorisms

In Urso’s lifetime, Salerno was still the hotspot for medical learning in the West, a position it would
lose after the sack of the city in 1194. The town had been known for the skill of its physicians as far
back as the ninth century, and it was here that medieval medicine developed, in the twelfth century,
into a theory-based body of knowledge, with a formalized methodology. It was in Salerno that
physicians started to read and comment on the growing corpus of Greek and Arabic medical texts,
many of which had been translated into Latin in the late eleventh century by Constantine the African, a
monk at nearby Monte Cassino. Among the medical writings studied in Salerno were the Pantegni,
Constantine’s adaptation of a voluminous Arabic medical encyclopedia by <hamza>Ali ibn al <hamza>Abbas al Majûsi (known in the West as Haly Abbas), and the much more concise *Isagoge*, Constantine’s version of an Arabic introduction by Hunayn ibn Ishâq (known as Johannitius) to Galen’s more complicated *Tegni*. Both the *Isagoge* and the *Tegni* were part of a body of short introductory texts put together at Salerno that would serve as the basis of medical instruction until the end of the Middle Ages. Later known as the *Articella*, this cluster also comprised Hippocrates’s *Aphorisms* and *Prognostics*, as well as a treatise on Urine by Theophilus and one on Pulse by Philaretus.¹²

Urso, however, did not want to be a mere commentator. Unlike his predecessors and colleagues, he left no commentaries on the *Articella*. All his works are free-standing treatises, the most important of which are his own aphorisms accompanied by his own glosses, and a highly technical treatise on mixtures, the *De commixtionibus elementorum libellus*.¹³

In both works, Urso self-confidently boasts of his sharp intellect (*ingenium*), while claiming the need for discovery (*inventio*). The “ancient founders of medicine and natural philosophy have not uncovered everything,” he maintains in the prologue to the aphorisms glosses. Whether these unfortunate gaps stemmed from “negligence, ignorance, or from the daunting magnitude of the task” Urso finds difficult to determine. Urged by his students, he decided, however, to rise to the challenge to come up with a comprehensive doctrine. Since the brevity of the aphorisms had left many readers baffled, he decided to write his own commentary on them.¹⁴ As such, Audacious Urso, as he called himself in the *De commixtionibus*,¹⁵ staged himself as a new Hippocrates and Galen combined.

Both the treatise on mixtures and the aphorisms indeed far extend beyond the traditional domain of medicine. A large part of the *De commixtionibus* is concerned with calculating systematically the number of mixtures, in order to bolster Urso’s claim that all natural phenomena—but especially
biological rhythms and cycles—can be explained by the interaction of elementary qualities. However, despite its originality and scope, the *De commixtionibus* is part of the Salernitan project of connecting medicine to physics. It contains no obvious references to religion or magic.

The aim of the aphorisms is, as Urso states in the prologue, to demonstrate the links between causes and effects and understand the nature of things (*de naturis rerum*). Hippocrates’s *Aphorisms* lacked a clear plan, but Urso insists that his collection corresponds to the structure of nature itself, which he compares to a house. The aphorisms move, so Urso tells his reader, from general statements that constitute the foundation and the walls of the house, to more specific and particular ones that form the roof. The very first aphorism, however, is “theological” (*theologicus*) and acknowledges God’s power to work wonders.

If the announced transition from general to particular aphorisms is not self-evident, the subjects treated are, indeed, extremely varied. They include the speed of growth, generation, and decay in different kinds of organisms (36); the cause of birth defects (31); the power of attraction and repulsion (26); the cause of color (58); and the influence of the stars on the sublunar world (32). The aphorisms also touch on sense perception and the body/soul nexus (38 on vision, 24–25 on the imagination, 41 on dreams). Aphorism 39 on incantation falls partly into this latter group.

Several glosses appeal to the theory of mixtures and the elements developed in the *De commixtionibus*. However, in the aphorisms Urso also insists on the humors and, especially, on the circulation and diffusion of spirits. Aphorism 39 is an important case in point. Before turning to this aphorism, a word about Urso’s concept of spirit may be helpful, because *spiritus* is a highly polysemous term. In medieval texts it could stand for the likeness of God in humankind, the Holy Spirit, the world soul, demons and angels, the human mind, intelligence, imagination, or sentiments, but also, more prosaically, for a breeze or wind, or air inhaled and exhaled. Urso, for his part, uses
spiritus in a technical, medical sense. In Galenic medicine, spirits are invisible yet material substances of a subtle and rarefied nature, rather like a hot vapor. Flowing throughout the body, they ensure all the human life functions, from digestion, growth, and generation, heartbeat, pulse, respiration, and the emotions, to movement, sense perception, imagination, reason, and memory. In Galen’s own work, references to spirits are, however, still sporadic and dispersed; the systematization of his pneumatology and the increased importance of spirits in physiology is of Arabic origin. Urso is heir to this Arabic pneumatic physiology and uses the concept of medical spirits to construct his notion of the physician’s healing aura.

The Aura of the Good-Natured Physician

Urso starts out his aphorism 39 by stating that incantations are efficacious “by themselves” (ex se) (l. #). Clarifying this claim in the gloss, he compares their power to that of “stones and things born from the earth.” However, Urso hastens to establish a crucial difference between the natural and autonomous powers of plants, gems, or metals, and those of “intently pronounced words.” The efficacy of incantations does not depend on some intrinsic power of the words themselves. It is not automatic; incantations do not always work. Nevertheless, when the physician pronounces a charm while administering a drug, the incantation can sometimes be efficacious and enhance the power of the medicine (l. #). If the charm works, it is thanks to the “confidence and merit” of the actor and the subject, the enchanter and the enchanted (l. #; #).

For Urso, the natural power of incantations is a side effect of speech. In the act of speaking, the healer exhales pure spirits, which purify the air between himself and the patient. The purified air is inhaled by the patient, leading to the purification of his own spirits, or the production of new, purer, spirits. The circulation of these pure spirits inside the patient’s body leads to a purification of his
humors and organs, causing his condition to improve. Alternatively, the purified spirits strengthen the patient’s body so much that it is able to expel harmful substances, leading to full restoration of health (l. #).

The physician’s capacity to clean the air and set into motion this virtuous cycle depends on the condition of his own body. If he is made from bad matter, and if his humors and spirits are corrupt, the physician will exhale bad spirits, infect the air, and only make matters worse. By causing a snowball effect of corruption—from the spirits, to the humors, and finally to the members—he may even kill his patient (l. #). Urso establishes a parallel between the physician and the teacher. If the latter exhales clean spirits, these will purify the student’s spirits, allowing him to assimilate the teaching, since spirits are instruments of both soul and body (l. #). On the other hand, if the student’s mind is obfuscated by bad spirits exhaled by his teacher, he will be unable to understand or retain anything. Urso compares such pernicious influence to the power of fascination over fawns and lambs, to the bites and stings of poisonous animals, and the transmission of leprosy and scabies by extended contact with the sick (l. #).

When meeting a leper, healthy people are instinctively swept with horror and revulsion, a natural reaction in anyone confronted with someone or something very dissimilar in spirit and body from oneself. Conversely, the incantation will be most beneficial if there is a conformity between the spirits of the physician and his patient. This spiritual harmony is not necessarily a given; it can also be a second nature. Such acquired conformity also explains the unbreakable bond between husband and wife after long years of marriage, or the love for one’s home country. By breathing the local air and eating the local food, one becomes completely attuned to one’s surroundings. Traveling can weaken health to the point where the only remedy is to return home. Conformity can, according to Urso, be manifest or hidden, as in the case of the attraction of a handsome man for an ugly woman (l. #). Urso presents the conformity between physician and patient both as the precondition of the efficacy of the
incantation and as its result. The spirits of the object of the incantation are gradually assimilated to those exhaled by the physician. Charismatic healing thus appears, as such, as a dynamic process, a virtuous cycle.

The state of mind of the patient, however, also contributes to the success of the incantation. It does so not by purifying the spirits but by ensuring sufficient spirit supply and its unobstructed flow throughout the body. Fear of death constricts the heart, while a positive mood and hope of recovery make the heart expand, provoking the circulation of large quantities of well-aired spirit; the spirits invigorate the bodily faculties and can lead it to a perfect crisis (l. #).

At the same time, the patient’s mental state can alleviate pain by influencing the direction of the flow of the spirits. If the patient trusts his physician and concentrates on his comforting words, rather than on his illness, his spirits will be called away from the diseased member, toward the brain, leading him to forget his pain. The same mechanism explains the insensitivity to pain of the martyrs and their ability to resist torture, as well as the fact that those in battle who think intently of victory do not feel their injuries.

It is thus of great importance that the physician create a climate of trust. The soothing tone in which he speaks and the content of his words (the promise of health) contribute to his success. He must not reveal the seriousness of the disease to his patient, because if the patient is shaken by fear, the spirits can easily be obstructed, precipitating death (l. #).

Inspiration and Invention

Urso rarely cites his sources, so we cannot determine if his work was driven by intellectual or practical concern or the love of one’s homeland or both. When reading his striking remarks on homesickness and the love of one’s homeland, topics not usually addressed in medical treatises, it is difficult not to
wonder if he speaks from personal experience. We know little about his biography, but contemporaries like Gilles of Corbeil had traveled far from home to Salerno. Whatever the impulse, Urso’s account of homesickness is clearly based upon Hippocratic and Galenic thinking about the influence of climate and diet upon the body. The Hippocratic text *Airs, Waters, Places*, which was available in Latin translation in Urso’s time, demonstrated how climate and geography shaped physical and cultural differences. Air, food, drink, and other such variables had become systematized in Arabic medicine into a list of “non-natural things.”21 Air, for example, keeps the body alive by replenishing spirits and innate heat through respiration.22 Since the non-naturals also maintain the body’s complexion, or balanced proportion of elementary qualities, a change in diet or environment can throw the body off balance, and thus travel can be a health hazard, and homesickness have a physical basis.23

The question of inspiration becomes even more complex if we turn to incantations. About the act itself Urso says no more than that “some people sometimes simulate an incantation while administering the drug” (l. #). The association of incantation and medication is also hinted at in the aphorism itself (l. #). However, in the rest of the discussion the medicine is not mentioned, and attention shifts to the incantation itself, or rather, the act of speaking. Urso says nothing about the incantatory formula and does not spell out the conditions for which he considered incantations to be necessary or whether he thought of them as fairly routine or only to be tried in complex or desperate cases.

One piece of background to Urso’s account of the clinical use of charms can, perhaps, be found in Salernitan masters’ commentaries on Hippocrates’s aphorisms. Salernitan masters suggested that the ancient Methodists had used incantations.24 The anonymous “Digby commentator” and the master known as Archimatteus used the association to discredit Methodism and exalt the rational tradition of Hippocrates in which they inscribed themselves, while Bartholomew of Salerno countered that Galen never mentioned incantations when he talked about the Methodists. According to Bartholomew, the
root of the name of the sect is “method,” teaching or rule, rather than methods, charm, as his predecessors had claimed. His point is not to endorse the use of incantations, but Urso may have read Bartholomew’s argument as a portrait of learned practitioners who used charms in their practice, and as a justification of the integration of incantations into rational medicine.

Actual charms and blessings are very rare in the texts that constitute the basis of Salernitan learning. In the Pantegni, the only incantations are for epilepsy, a mysterious disease often associated with the demonic and the divine. The first of these is diagnostic as well as curative and supposes a distinction between the idea that epilepsy is a natural disease like any other (a claim that goes back, ultimately, to the Hippocratic treatise On Sacred Disease), and the recognition of the reality of demonic possession. It involves speaking in the patient’s ear and summoning the demon to leave. If the patient appears to be dead for an hour, and then awakens, he was possessed by a demon (lunaticus vel demoniacus), but if he falls to the ground (implying that the charm has not worked) he is a true epileptic (epilepticus) and must be treated with natural remedies. These include washing with salty water and other mundane dietary advice, but also suspending a peony, the hair of a white dog, or different kinds of stones around the neck of the patient. The peony amulet goes back to Galen, who, although virulently opposed to incantations, allowed, in some cases, for the suspension of medicinal substances.

The second incantation is useful for epileptics and the possessed alike. It is clearly an addition by Constantine to the original Arabic text, because it refers to a Christian feast of the Roman Church. It involves taking the afflicted person to church, and having a priest or monk write down a passage from the Gospel, presumably to be used as an amulet. In this case, however, the words are written, rather than spoken. Amulets with characters, words, and phrases written on them also occur in Constantine’s chapter on impotence (another affliction often associated with magic), both as a cause and a remedy.
The incantations in the Pantegni do not bear much resemblance to Urso’s description, however vague, which seems closer to the incantations commonly found in less learned Latin and vernacular remedy collections. Pagan prayers to personified herbs still circulated in Urso’s time, and some of these had to be said while administering the herb to the patient (rather than while gathering it, a practice Galen had vilified). As a Christian doctor, Urso was, however, more likely thinking of charms involving prayers to God or the invocation of saints to bless the medicine or help the patient. Benedictions of medicines, invocations, and adjurations accompanying their administration, often associated with the sign of the cross or other gestures, and borrowing the form and vocabulary of the liturgy of prayer and exorcism, are very common in “middle brow” receptaries; they can also be found in liturgical texts, a sign of their multivalent nature.

Did Urso or his colleagues, despite the near absence of incantations in “high” medicine, have recourse to charms and blessings? And if they can, indeed, be identified with the quidam of Urso’s gloss, could it be that they were using incantations to cater to their patients’ demands or expectations and ward off competition? The Salernitan masters were far from the only health care option in twelfth-century Salerno. There is evidence of many other healers, male and female alike, with varying levels of learning; some pure empirics, others, like the famous Trota, almost as lettered as the masters. We know little about the practice of these men and women, especially the more hands-on among them, but if the receptaries mentioned above are something to go by, it seems fair to surmise that at least some of these Salernitan healers used charms and blessings.

However, instead of seeing Urso’s efforts at integrating incantations into high medicine primarily as a response to the forces of the Salernitan medical marketplace, we can also read his aphorism in light of the rise of a new, learned, natural, magic. Until the twelfth century, medieval magic had, like medicine, been an aggregate of definitions, recipes, rituals, and practices, devoid of a theoretical
underpinning and without much of a unifying structure or identity. Under the influence of new magical
texts, translated from the Greek, and, especially, the Arabic, magic developed, during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, into something of an organized field, with a certain claim to scientific status.35

The notion that incantations cause a psychosomatic response has a clear parallel in a treatise on
medical talismans by Costa ben Luca, a Melkite physician and translator from Greek to Arabic who
worked in Bagdad in the ninth and early tenth centuries. Probably translated from Arabic into Latin by
Constantine the African, and certainly available in Urso’s time, the De physicis ligaturis describes all
kinds of incantations and suspensions around the neck. Costa attributes their use to the Indians and
proposes a theoretical justification for their efficacy. Like the lodestone, some gems and certain animal
and mineral substances contain a hidden property that can be established only by experience. Other
remedies have no inherent powers, but can be effective if the patient believes in his physician’s
competence and in the efficacy of the treatment.36 To back up this theory of the placebo effect avant la
lettre, Costa recounts a story about a noble patient of his who was convinced he suffered from
magically caused impotence. Having failed to persuade him otherwise, Costa gave him a book
recommending smearing raven’s gall and sesame oil on the whole body. The patient believed, complied
with the advice, and was promptly cured (the fact that Costa gave his patient a book suggests that he
did not want to endorse his patient’s belief nor prescribe a remedy that he considered useless).37
Perhaps Costa was the model for Urso’s “people who sometimes simulate an incantation.” The placebo
that cured the nobleman is admittedly not an incantation, but Costa explicitly includes incantations
among the remedies that work only because the patient believes in them. Moreover, Costa claims that
incantations are particularly useful when they are combined with medication, because the incantation
targets the soul, and indirectly the body, while the medicine works directly on the body.38

Costa ben Luca’s views on incantations are part of a broader argument about the importance of
gaining the patient’s trust, and about the intimate relationship between mental and physical health. Like Urso, Costa did not develop this argument from scratch. Good communication with the patient was already considered a priority in the Hippocratic corpus, and the concern for raising the patient’s spirits is also in accordance with Galenic thought, since mental states and emotions \((\text{accidentia animae})\) are among the non-naturals.

Costa ben Luca does not dwell on the mechanism underlying the soul’s influence on the body. However, in another treatise, \(\text{De differentia spiritu et animae}\), well known in the West from the middle of the twelfth century, Costa identifies \text{spiritus}\ as the medium between the body and the soul and as the instrument of bodily and mental powers. He distinguishes two kinds of spirit, linked with two clusters of functions and mapped to specific anatomical structures. The vital spirit \((\text{spiritus vitalis})\) maintains life, heartbeat, pulse, and respiration. It arises in the heart, is replenished by air intake, and is transmitted throughout the body through the pulse. The animal spirit \((\text{spiritus animalis})\) arises in the brain and is replenished by the vital spirit; it covers the mental faculties such as reason and memory and is distributed through the nerves to the other members to ensure sense perception and motion. The \text{Isagoge}\ and the \text{Pantegni}\ provide similar accounts with some extra details, such as the idea that the vital spirit also covers the emotions. They also mention a third spirit \((\text{spiritus naturalis})\), which arises in the liver, is diffused through the veins, and pertains to nutrition, digestion, expulsion, growth, and generation.

Urso’s explanation of the effect of positive or negative emotions uses the concept of the \text{spiritus vitalis}, whereas his description of pain management appeals to the \text{spiritus animalis}, as well as the localization of cognitive functions in the brain.

The inspiration of trust and admiration in the patient as a means to influence the production and flow of spirits in the patient is only part of the story. By diffusing his own pure spirits in the air,
physician also purifies the spirits of the patient, leading to the purification of his humors and members, or to the expulsion of harmful substances. This aspect of Urso’s explanation is not found in Costa ben Luca. It is a crucial innovation, because it marks the difference between what remain essentially excellent bedside manners—despite their real impact on the patient’s health—and the physician literally and physically “becoming the cure.” The notion of spirits emanating from the physician’s body implicitly opens up the possibility for incantations to work on patients who fail to cooperate, or who are too young or too sick to understand the physician’s words.

The key to this extension to Costa ben Luca’s explanation lies in the analogy between incantation and fascination. The notion that some people and animals can harm others simply by looking at them intently goes back, at least, to Antiquity. In the later Middle Ages, the evil eye became the attribute of the witch accused of killing innocent infants with her noxious gaze. Urso, however, singles out wolves as fascinating animals, and mentions only fawns and lambs as falling victim to fascination. We are still far removed from the figure of the vetula. To Urso’s mind, vision is not crucial to fascination; the central idea is, rather, the body’s exhalation of spirits, whether through the eyes, the nose, or the mouth.

Fascination is always harmful, while medical incantations can be beneficial. The explanation of incantation in terms of the purification of the intermediate air is a positive variation on the explanation of fascination in terms of infection. Both rationalizations seem to be Urso’s, although based on key medical concepts about air quality and the spread of disease.

As mentioned, ambient air is one of the non-naturals influencing health. Hippocratic and Galenic sources explain that air can be rendered insalubrious by a qualitative alteration (it can, for example, become too hot in summer), or by the contamination of its substance. Air that has been corrupted by impurities emanating from humid and decaying matter (marshes, dead bodies, excrement, etc.) causes
“pestilence”: epidemic disease.

Pestilence supposedly spreads by two routes, either directly, when healthy individuals inhale the pestilential air, or indirectly, through contact with an affected individual. In the latter case, the sick individual infects the intermediate air with his corrupt respiration, and this corrupted air is then inhaled by others.\textsuperscript{53} Urso draws upon this model of disease transmission, citing leprosy and scabies as examples.\textsuperscript{54}

Urso calls infectious spirits not only corrupt, but also poisonous, and compares their effect to the sting or bite of venomous animals. The analogy between pestilence and poison was not new; Galen had already made the comparison, in view of the apparent incommensurability between cause and effect in both cases.\textsuperscript{55} A minuscule wound inflicted by someone with poisonous spirits can be fatal, says Urso, whereas the victim would survive a much more serious injury caused by someone less pernicious (l. #).\textsuperscript{56}

However, Urso does not follow through the causal parallel between incantations, poisoning, and fascination on all accounts. While a poisonous sting, gaze, or breath is most effective (harmful) when the actor and the subject are very different, healing incantations are most effective (beneficial) if there is already a certain conformity between the physician and the patient.\textsuperscript{57} This asymmetry stems from Urso’s combination of the concept of purification/infection with another important principle in medieval medicine: the idea that similar things attract each other, while dissimilar things push each other away; Urso elsewhere calls on this principle to explain the power of the lodestone to attract iron.\textsuperscript{58} The conformity between the physician and the patient allows the patient to become, through the incantation, even more like the physician.

With the notion of assimilation and conformity we touch upon one of the most personal aspects of Urso’s discussion. Its background would seem to be both medical and social. On the one hand, Urso
makes creative use of medical theories about health and balance. According to the Hippocratic and Galenic tradition, the body’s point of balance is not static but dynamic. The classic adage “habit is like a second nature” also applies to the state of body. The Pantegni, for instance, points to the effect of work conditions. Blacksmiths will, for example, gradually develop a complexion that is hot and dry, because they are exposed to an environment that is hotter and dryer than usual.\(^{59}\) In another aphorism, entirely concerned with the relationship between the inborn and the acquired, Urso notes that second nature often prevails: the weak-stomached son of a peasant will eventually grow used to coarse food, while the robust son of a king will get so accustomed to delicate dishes that it would be unwise to prescribe a peasant diet.\(^{60}\) The social and the natural order tend to coincide eventually.

The prolonged parallel between healing and teaching suggests that the backdrop to Urso’s notion of conformity and assimilation was not solely medical. Urso was both physician and teacher, and his argument echoes contemporary pedagogy. Despite its prominence in the medieval West, the twelfth-century medical “school” of Salerno was an informal gathering of masters and pupils. Salernitan medicine was rational and text-based, but close personal bonds between master and student were crucial to the transmission of knowledge. Only with the rise of the university in the following century would this model give way to more standardized forms of medical learning and teaching.\(^{61}\) However, as confirmed by Giles of Corbeil’s portraits of the masters he had known, the ideal of the charismatic teacher, whose fascinating personality and impressive physical presence has the power to transform his admiring students into his own likeness, was still very much alive in late-twelfth-century Salerno.\(^{62}\)

\(<A>\)Other Kinds of Efficacious Language

Urso’s detailed analysis of the causal mechanism of incantation “according to natural philosophy” and “rational investigation” (l. #) is preceded by a description of religious understandings of efficacious
language. Urso first likens incantations pronounced over medicines to the sacraments, which also have a verbal and a material component, and then proceeds to talk about other forms of ritual language: “prayers, exorcisms, incantations, maledictions, and benedictions.” He points out that the “merit and faith” (meritum et fides) of both the person who performs the ritual and its beneficiary determine its effectiveness. God will grant prayers most readily when the worthy pray for the worthy, but the prayers of saints for sinners are effective as well, and God also lets himself be mollified when the undeserving pray for the deserving (l. #).

Belief and moral status also determine the efficacy of incantations that rely on the intervention of demons. If magicians are convinced that incantations can harm or help, demons will, with God’s permission, reinforce this belief by executing the magicians’ illicit commands in order to lead them ever further astray (l. #). The moral status of the target of the incantation also plays a role, says Urso, suggesting that magic is most effective if demons find “traces of iniquity” in their victim (l. #).

In Urso’s description, the power of demons consists mostly in their capacity to create illusions (praestigia), either by planting images directly into people’s minds, by acting on the spirits, or by assuming aerial bodies of all kinds and shapes. The magician’s healing power is also an illusion; demons can inflict physical harm by applying certain things on the body, and then take these away, so that it seems that the patient has been cured (l. #). 63

Urso never cites his theological sources and favors paraphrases over literal citations. Much of what he says sounds Augustinian, such as the notion that magical incantations suppose an implicit pact between demons and the magician, 64 the idea that demons act with God’s permission, 65 and the definition of the sacrament as resulting from the association of a verbal formula and an “element.” 66 Augustine circulated widely in excerpted form, in Sentences collections and the like, 67 and his thought constituted a prime influence on twelfth-century theology as a whole. Urso’s demonology is, overall,
 compatible with contemporary Augustinian theology.\textsuperscript{68}

Urso’s command of theology strongly suggests that he was a cleric—like other learned Salernitan physicians and philosophers, such as Alfanus (d. 1085) and Romuald (d. 1181), who were both archbishops of Salerno, and possibly Urso’s contemporary Johannes de Sancto Paulo, who can perhaps be identified with a monk at a Benedictine monastery in Rome. Between 1050 and 1200, most male healers in Salerno seem to have been clerics.\textsuperscript{69} “Cleric” was a broad category and included those who had merely taken minor orders (and were not sworn to celibacy). All clerics were literate, but being a cleric did not always imply in depth instruction in theology. Conversely, theological learning strongly suggests clerical status. Likewise, Urso’s theological writings, although not sophisticated, strongly suggest he was a cleric. While learned in theology, Urso was not, however, a “professional theologian,”\textsuperscript{70} at least not at the level of Parisian contemporaries like Peter the Chanter, Simon of Tournai, or Stephen Langton. Salerno may have been a medical hotspot, but it was a theological backwater.

Urso plays around with the technical vocabulary and key elements of sacramental and moral theology. The expression “simulated incantation” underscores that medical incantations have no intrinsic power and do not always work, but the phrase also resonates with the theological question about what happens if someone feigns wanting to be baptized,\textsuperscript{71} or if children jokingly baptize each other.\textsuperscript{72} Urso’s analogies, albeit suggestive, are, however, rather sloppy and vague. Make-believe baptisms have no effect because they are just games, whereas Urso’s simulated incantations, based on a form of deception of the patient, can have real healing power.

Urso echoes, in a rather garbled way, a complex contemporary debate between theologians. Those of the “physical” school were ready to assign a limited inherent virtue to some sacred words or to the objects partaking in the sacraments. They took the well-worn metaphor of the sacraments as
“medicine for the soul” a step further by comparing sacramental power to the power of herbs, stones, and medicines.  

Other theologians, however, underscored the “institutional” or “contractual” nature of the sacraments, insisting that the priest uses conventional words and gestures that are powerless without the active will of God. Urso’s analogy between incantations and the “power of stones and things born from the earth” may recall the “physical” school, even though Urso insists that the power of the incantation itself (as opposed to the medicine it is associated with) derives from the merit of the physician and the patient. Moreover, whatever the divergences within twelfth-century sacramental theory, the baptismal formula does not enhance the power of the water, as Urso states. The water has no power. It is, rather, the conjunction of word and element that effects the sacrament. This is the meaning of the definition Urso cites as an analogy for the incantation pronounced over a drug (cum verbum additum elemento faciat sacramentum).

Urso’s tendency to lump together different forms of religious ritual language and his insistence on the importance of merit and faith for their efficacy gloss over crucial distinctions. In Augustine’s wake, twelfth-century sacramental theology minimized the role of merit and intention in both the minister and the recipient. Those who take the sacrament sinfully, nevertheless receive it—that is, they receive the sacramental character—even though grace is withheld until they make themselves better disposed. Sacraments celebrated by unworthy priests are valid by virtue of their ordination and because sacraments have been instituted by God and the Church. The celebrant must merely have the intention “to do what the Church does,” to actually procure the sacrament. The same narrow interpretation of intention explains why would-be baptisms, during play, are invalid.

Theologians also downplayed the roles of merit and intention in nonsacramental religious rituals, such as prayer, insofar as they are instituted by the Church or performed by an ordained priest. Merit can, however, play a part in the doctrine of intercession. Urso singles out prayer in his argument, but
his suggestion that all prayers (and all religious forms of efficacious language) depend upon merit is an oversimplification.

Urso’s analogy between medical incantations and religious rituals ignores a vital difference. In medical incantations, the trustworthiness and physical “merits” of the physician and the hope and trust of the patient directly and independently cause the restoration of health. In the case of answered prayers, it is God who acts; God is the principal cause. Urso significantly uses the term fides, faith, rather than confidentia, when speaking about religious ritual. Monks and the righteous merely have privileged access to God, and according to official doctrine, so do saints. God participates less directly in the sacraments, but it is still God who confers grace, even though the priest, as his minister, effects the sacrament by the association of word and element, and even though in late-twelfth-century theology sacraments are no longer mere vessels of grace.

Medicine and Religion

The description of religious understandings of efficacious language takes up more than a third of Urso’s discussion. Similar digressions are found in several other glosses. The commentary on aphorism 41, for instance, discusses the content of dreams, including premonitory dreams and other presentiments, in terms of the powers of the soul and the sleeper’s daytime occupations and desires. However, it also contains a long description of God-sent dreams and visions.78

In aphorism 24 Urso explores the power of the imagination to affect the body. In many ways it is aphorism 39’s twin. Urso is particularly interested in the physical effects of suggestion, explaining, in terms of the circulation of animal and vital spirits, why making someone believe that his food contains flies will make him vomit, or why someone mistakenly led to believe that his food has been poisoned may die from fear, or why crossing a spot where someone has been killed makes one afraid. Terrifying
thoughts can, however, also be provoked or exacerbated by an infectious environment: even if a person cannot actually smell the decomposing body, he senses the change in the air. This idea provides Urso with a rationalization for magically caused impotence quite similar to that for incantation and fascination. When a man lies with a woman who carries a needle that has been used for sewing up a corpse, the bad spirits spread by the needle will infect the air and disturb the man’s spirits, provoking horrible thoughts; these thoughts in turn cause his spirits to retract from the extremities, with a paralyzing effect on the penis. However, Urso also discusses at length how demons can provoke feelings of love or hate and cause nocturnal emissions by influencing the human imagination.

Why did Urso risk “boring his readers” (l. #) with theology? One interpretation would be to see these incursions as a tactic to neutralize his blatant naturalism. Urso’s first aphorism, which, it will be recalled, concerned God’s power to work wonders by interrupting or changing the common course of nature, would seem to have the same function. It suggested that the links between natural causes and effects uncovered in the rest of the collection were valid only in the absence of miraculous intervention, thus clearing the road to explore the order of nature on its own terms. The first aphorism defines miracles, moreover, not just as interruptions of the natural order, but more emphatically, in Augustine’s wake, as causes for awe and wonder. It also underscores, again like Augustine, that all phenomena, both the extraordinary and the common, derive from God’s power. As such, the first aphorism suggests that the person who investigates the natural links between causes and effects ultimately celebrates God’s creative power.

At the time of writing the aphorisms, Urso seems to have felt that this initial acknowledgment of God’s power was sufficient. Indeed, the remaining 108 aphorisms contain no references to religion. These occur only in the glosses, which Urso composed at the end of his career. When he took up the aphorisms again, the first aphorism apparently no longer offered enough protection. It is tempting to
read Urso’s claim that he wrote the glosses because the aphorisms had not been properly understood as more than a topos.

Aphorism 41 lends support to the idea that the digressions into theology are a form of self-censorship. Urso emphasizes that God-sent dreams and visions exceed human reason (*rationem humanam excedunt*) and cannot be subjected to rational investigation (*rationali investigatione*). Likewise, by recognizing demonic and religious incantations, Urso seems to be arguing that his incantations are different. They are only “simulated incantations”; the medical enchanter is neither claiming that his words have intrinsic power, nor mimicking religious ritual, or invoking demons. At the same time, it is not entirely clear to what extent Urso really recognizes different *kinds* of incantation, or only different *ways of speaking about* them, a methodological distinction that would be used a century later by Parisian philosophers like Siger of Brabant, Boethius of Dacia, or Witelo.

Urso employs the term *incantatio*, contrary to its common negative connotation, in a neutral, general sense. Throughout, he emphasizes the parallels among medical, magical, and religious forms of efficacious language. The latter two serve as analogies to make his point that the efficacy of medical incantations does not rely on the power of the words themselves. Urso presents all kinds of incantation as based on structurally analogous mechanisms and seems to be developing a kind of general theory of efficacious language in which the speaker and the recipient are paramount. Similarly, Urso mentions martyrs and wounded soldiers in the same breath, ascribing their experience to the same psychological and physiological mechanism.

As such, the incursions into theology appear not only as a defense mechanism, but also as further proof of Urso’s bold intellectual ambitions. The aphorisms commentary is the crown of his career. Urso aims to come up with overarching theories that extend far beyond medicine, and even natural philosophy, into the realm of theology, the noblest of all sciences. There may be a link between the
secondary position of Salerno as a theological center and Urso’s borderline naturalism and attraction to magic. These interests allowed a would-be theologian like him to exist in relation to Parisian high theology.\textsuperscript{87}

\textit{Conclusion}

If Urso aimed at disarming suspicions of unorthodoxy by acknowledging theological arguments, his efforts may well have backfired. The analogy between medical incantations and religious rituals only highlights the difference between their causal models. It points to the danger of the idea of the charisma of the physician, a power that derives neither from some higher cause or agent, nor from an institution, but solely from his personal qualities.\textsuperscript{88}

On the other hand, the integration of incantations into “high” medicine also undermined the efforts of learned physicians to distance themselves from empirical healers. Urso may implicitly be arguing that the formulas of, say, the illiterate woman down the street are useless because words have no intrinsic power. However, if the power of medicine is largely a matter of charisma, why would physicians need technical book learning that takes years to master? Urso’s notion of the physician’s merit is physical, rather than intellectual, or even moral. A century later, the Italian physician and philosopher Pietro d’Abano took the measure of this danger. In an age already more preoccupied with demons than Urso’s, Pietro was also more keenly aware of possible accusations of necromancy and witchcraft. He took pains to establish the superiority of the learned physician, even in the realm of incantations, by discrediting illiterate healers, especially women. \textit{Mulierculae}, so Pietro claimed, are easy targets for demons; only wise and learned men have the necessary knowledge to manipulate incantations safely and to effect.\textsuperscript{89}

If Urso was, indeed, the first medieval physician to discuss incantations, he wasn’t the last. Apart
from Pietro d’Abano, other later medieval physicians, including Arnau de Villanova, Gentile da Foligno, and Jacques Despars, also took up the question, as did philosophers and theologians like William of Auvergne, Roger Bacon, and Nicole Oresme. These later discussions have recently been studied in detail, William of Auvergne and Bacon having been credited with the invention of the concept of the natural power of words, Pietro d’Abano with its extension and incorporation into medicine. Urso’s aphorisms indicate that the theory originated in medicine and must be antedated by several decades; so too for the rationalization of the belief in the power of fascination.

Urso’s aphorisms and glosses circulated quite widely between the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries; some readers considered the compilation important enough to compose alphabetical tables on it. Later medieval physicians and philosophers used Urso’s theory of incantations, either directly or indirectly, in their accounts of fascination. Urso’s notion of the purification or infection of the intermediate air by the exhalation of good or bad spirits (which, it will be recalled, was not found in Costa ben Luca) allowed them to reconcile the belief in fascination with the impossibility, in Aristotelian physics, of distant action.

As far as incantations are concerned, later medieval debates about their efficacy concentrate, however, on the importance of the patient’s trust in his physician. It is difficult to say whether Urso or Costa ben Luca is here the more influential source. Costa does not detail the causal mechanism of trust, but the impact of the passions of the soul on health and the necessity of good communication with the patient are, as we have seen, important themes in medieval medicine as a whole.

Later physicians and philosophers also took the concept of natural incantation in several new directions, under the influence of new sources, most notably Avicenna’s De anima. The claim that it was Avicenna’s doctrine about the power of the soul to act, via the imagination, directly on other bodies that set off the debate on incantation and fascination in the West would seem to be in need of
qualification. Urso was most likely still unaware of Avicenna’s *De anima*, as well as of al-Kindi’s *De radiis*, another important source for later debates. Both insist on the importance of intention and desire in the speaker and on the purity and nobility of the soul of the prophet/healer (Avicenna) and enchanter (al-Kindi). This takes the notion of charisma to another level. The charismatic healer is a kind of superman; the fascinating woman an *Untermensch*. By comparison, Urso’s notion of charisma, based on the quality of the body’s aura, rather than nobility of soul, is rather more mundane.
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76. For instance, Peter Lombard, *Sentences* (n. 67), IV, 5, 1 (II, 263–65); IV, 6, 2 (II, 268–69).
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79. Urso, *Aphorismi*, ad 24 (Creutz, 50–51); on this passage, see also Rider, *Magic and Impotence* (n. 29), 69–70.

80. Urso, *Aphorismi*, 1 (Creutz, 10): “Consuetum et ordinatum rerum naturalium processum non miramur, sed insuetum et momentaneum. Qui enim solius verbi imperio et de nichilo cuncta produxit ad miraculum hominibus imprudentibus monstrare potuit insueta, et quod per temporum intervalla perficitur subito efficere valet.”

81. This is also Jacquart’s interpretation of the first aphorism; “L’écriture” (n. 14), 137.


86. Urso describes the martyrs’ insensitivity to pain in an ambiguous way that is consistent with the vagueness of contemporary narratives of martyrdom. See Esther Cohen, *The Modulated Scream: Pain*
in Late Medieval Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009), chap. 8.


88. According to official doctrine, a saint’s miracles are really acts of God. Nevertheless, the Church has always been wary of the thaumaturgic powers of living saints.


90. Delaurenti, La puissance des mots (n. 10) and Delaurenti, “La fascination (n. 10).” For Arnau, cf. McVaugh, “Incantations” (n. 10), 344.


92. For instance, Roger Bacon, Opus majus, IV, ed. J. H. Bridges (Oxford: Clarendon, 1897), I, 398–99. See also Salmón and Cabré, “Fascinating Women” (n. 49) and Delaurenti, “La fascination” (n. 10).

93. Arnau de Villanova cites Costa ben Luca explicitly in this context, see McVaugh,
“Incantationes” (n. 10), 344.

94. Avicenna’s *De anima* was translated in Toledo between 1151 and 1166. Dag Hasse, *Avicenna’s De Anima in the Latin West* (London: Warburg Institute, 2000) does not provide information about the possible presence of the text in southern Italy. Given the date of translation, it is not impossible for Urso to have known the text, but nothing in his discussion on incantation and on the power of the imagination points in this direction. The same is true for al-Kindi, whose *De radiis* had also been translated in the mid-twelfth century.

Appendices

Appendix 1: Urso of Salerno’s Aphorisms and Commentary

Incipit

Aphorisms: “Consuetum et ordinatum rerum naturalium processum.”

Prologue to the glossed Aphorisms: “Cum physicalis scientiae inventores.”


Creutz’s edition is based on the manuscripts above marked with an asterisk.
Appendix 2: Text and Translation of Aphorism 39 and Gloss

The Latin text of Urso’s aphorism 39 and gloss provided here is based on Rudolf Creutz’s edition (C) with corrections based on ms. Oxford, New College, 171 (NC). When NC is better, Creutz’s reading (C) is relegated to the apparatus. It must be stressed that the text provided here is not a critical edition. In preparing the translation I have tried to strike a balance between fidelity to Urso’s Latin, respect for the aphorisms as a genre, and the need for clarity. As such, I have often adapted the syntax—mostly by turning passive into active forms—but only occasionally added words to make the text more easily understandable.

[Aphorismus 39]

Incantatio ex omnimoda confidentia et merito incantantis vel eius in quo perficitur, cooperante eo ad quem pertinet\textsuperscript{1} incantatio, ex se habet effectum. Profectam namque credens incantationem ipsiusque\textsuperscript{2} effectum ymaginans delectatur, sicque spiritus depurati\textsuperscript{3} per motum et ad incantanda inde\textsuperscript{4} deducti effectum incantationis prosecuntur. Ex contrariis vero contrarium sequitur.

[Glosula]

Cum lapides et terrae nascentia virtutes habeant varias credimus et verba attente prolata, quoniam saepe virtutes habere. Aliquando enim sicut nec maledicta obsunt perfectis, sic nec benedicta ipsis prosunt. Quidam tamen in medicinae exhibitione quandoque simulant incantationes, non quia simulata incantatio effectum habeat, sed tantum res exhibita competenter. Et aliquotiens unum alteri iunctum alterius auget effectum, cum verbum additum elemento faciat sacramentum. Orationes igitur et exorcismata, incantationes, maledictiones et benedictiones et caetera quaelibet talia, cooperante etiam virtute illius ad quem principaliter praedictorum aliqua pertinent, effectus suos prosecuntur. Et
dupliciter: vel merito vel fide proferentis ea, vel merito et fide illius, cui proferuntur, vel meritis utriusque. Inde est quod iustis sanctorum meritis et operibus Deus placatus eorum orationes exaudit in tantum, ut ipsorum precibus imeritos solvat et liberet et a dignis poenis praeservet; et ut subversos convertat, vel boni meliores fiant, iuxta eorum petitiones prodigia et signa manifestat. Multotiens orant indigni pro dignis et Deus orationes eorum exaudit, non ipsorum meritis, sed eorum pro quibus oratur. Multo magis igitur si digni pro dignis orationes effundant.

Multotiens iusto Dei iudicio agitur, ut viri iniqua sectantes erroribus variis implicentur et ut sordibus obvoluti sordescant amplius. Credentes incantationes posse laedere vel iuvare incantationum laqueis eos innodari Deus permittit, cum potestate accepta daemones, ad credendum incantationibus ut seducant amplius incantantium vel incantatorum corda inclinant. Unde fit ut daemones scientia abutentes facilius verborum effectus compleant, quae iam ipsi corde credant et ore profitentur. Unde sequitur ut eorum obtemperando precibus et desideria illicita adimplendo, eos in suis erroribus amplius involvant. Hac itaque ratione incantantis fide et merito draco per incantationem a profundis terrae cavernis extrahitur, insurgunt ventorum impetus et maris accrescit tempestas, quorundam sensus mutantur vel ad aliter sentiendum corporea prostrahuntur dum praestigia varia ostenduntur quam fuerint, vel quia daemones iuxta eorum desideria diversarum rerum formas aeri imprimunt inspissato, vel quia aereo induuntur vestimento, per quod se transformantes immutando idem corpus aereum diversorum animalium vel aliarum rerum ymagines et actiones sensibles quibus conantur decipere visibus repraesentant. Sicut et daemon in quodlibet animal brutum poterit transformari, sicut olim potuit in angelum lucis fictae mutari.

Aliquando merito eorum pro quibus fit incantatio, cum iniquitatis in eis reperiantur vestigia, daemon iuxta incantationis intellectum illarum rerum ymagines per spiritum animae repraesentat, ut superius diximus, per quas ad rerum odium vel amorem eorum corda vehementer accendant, ut posse
vivere credantur ymagines, quas spiritibus inducant, vel res alias quas corpori applicant ad eorum animalium laesionem aliquando subtrahunt, ut a laesione cessando curare videantur. Inde ex operibus idololatriae variis ad varia daemones incitantur.

Ne igitur his diutius immorando legenti fastidium generemus, huius quaestionis articulum ad physicam devolvamus. Rationabili investigatione comprehenditur, quod iuxta physicae intellectum verba ex proferentis natura vel proferendi modo, vel ex natura, seu intenta consideratione eius cui verba proferuntur habent effectum.

Ex natura proferentis, dum medicus ex pura materia generatus, puris spiritibus vegetatus,\textsuperscript{13} aegrum blando sermone frequenter alloquendo, aerem circa ipsum contentum spiritibus suis puris respiratione emissis immutando depurat; qui cum saepius inspiratione ab aegro trahatur, cuius spiritus eiusdem unione alteratus\textsuperscript{14} depuratur, vel ex eo purior renovatur. Sicque fit, ut purioribus spiritibus per membra diffusis, humorum et membrorum fiat depuratio, unde aegri sequitur allevatio, vel quia dum ex ipsis spiritibus membra amplius confortantur, facilius expellenda nociva a loco dolenti per roboratam naturam amoventur, unde morbo devicto patiens liberatur.

Hac eadem ratione discipulus audita magistri verba facile intelligendo addiscit, dum eius spiritus attractione aeris depuratus spiritu\textsuperscript{15} docentis renovatus et defaecatus facilius virtutem movet logistiam ad auditorum congruam investigationem et sic assiduitate loquendi addiscerent spiritus docentis spiritibus conformantur, ut levitate discendi eius doctrinis facile instruatur.

Hac etiam causa cohabitatione\textsuperscript{16} assidua sic vir feminae conformatur, ut in eius dilectione quandoque indissolubiliter vinciatur. Sic dulce est solum natalis patriae! In aliqua enim regione exortus sic eius spiritus eiusdem regionis aeri et sua membra cibis ibidem exortis conformantur, ut linquens patriam insueti aeris vel cibi attractione laedatur et non convalescat facile, nisi ad suam redeat regionem. Hac ratione quilibet\textsuperscript{17} res eas\textsuperscript{18} desideranter\textsuperscript{19} appetit, quibus sui spiritus vel partes naturali
vel accidentali conformitate innituntur. Qua de causa quidam favunt\textsuperscript{20} sibi in plurimo, dum\textsuperscript{21} quadam naturae conformitate occulta vel manifesta sic alter alteri compatitur, ut neuter alterius ruinam patiatur. Hac etiam ratione\textsuperscript{22} aliquis, licet pulcher, citius in amore turpis\textsuperscript{23} quam pulchrae mulieris accenditur. Et e contrario accidit quandoque praedictis contrarium, ut medicus de corrupta materia generatus, corruptis humoribus nutritus,\textsuperscript{24} impiris spiritibus vegetatus, sedula collocutione aerem circa aegrum suo anhelitu alterando\textsuperscript{25} corrumpat. Qui inspiratione attractus aegri spiritum perturbando immutat, qui corruptus et per membra diffusus humores et membra afficiendo corrumpit. Quorum trium constituentium corruptione\textsuperscript{26} morbus in corpore invalescit et invalescendo quam saepe perimit patientem.

Praeterea cum spiritus virtutum omnium sint instrumenta, eorum corruptione quaelibet vis animae vel naturae in sui turbatur actione, ut horribilitate spirituum natura deficiens etiam facili morbo succumbat. Sic et docentis spiritus corrupti mediante aere malitiam suam spiritibus addiscendentis infundunt, ex quibus iam corruptis anima in sui turbata actione hebecit, ut vix aut nunquam lectiones auditas intelligendo addiscat. Qua ratione cervi parvi\textsuperscript{27} fascinantur et agni, quia dum quis eos attente videndo multipli laude commendet,\textsuperscript{28} fortius sui malitiam per spiritum aeri ab ipsis attracto infundit, qui dum per inspirationem trahitur, tam spiritus, quam humores, quam membra, utpote novitate generationis mutationi habilia, corrumpuntur et corrupta tabescendo depereunt. Sic leprosi et scabiosi confabulatione assidua aliquos\textsuperscript{29} inficiunt.

Ut generaliter dicam, quaelibet res ea abhorret et aspersatur, a quibus sui spiritus vel suae partes dissimilitudine naturali vel accidentalii discordant. Inde fit quod aliquis venenosos habens spiritus vulnerans aliquem etiam ex levi vulnere ipsum inficiendo occidit, qui etsi ab alio esset percussus et gravis vulneris poenam evaderet, sicut lupus et quaecunque venenosa animalia mordendo, pungendo, videndo infusione\textsuperscript{30} suae malitiae infectos turbant, corrumpunt et aliquando corrumpendo occidunt. Si
vero spiritus curantis vel docentis cum spiritu aegri seu discentis conveniat, confabulatione assidua
aerem immutat, cui dum spiritus inspirantis aegri seu addiscentis naturaliter consonet, idem spiritus ex
ipso aere tracto\textsuperscript{31} facilius reparatur et confortatur, qui reparatus ad expellandum\textsuperscript{32} superflua citius
naturam impellit.

Ex modo proferendi et attenta consideratione audientis, quia cum medicus suis dulcisibus eloquiis
et blandis promissionibus promittendo firmiter salutem aegrotantis animum demulcendo dilatat, aeger
de sui iam confidens salute, praeter solitum hilarescit. Sicque cor morbi vehementia et mortis timore
constrictum, spe salutis incipit dilatari et de dilatatione sui multum aerem et spiritum concipit, cuius
diffusione per membra virtus regitiva confortata ad crisim perfectam faciendam potenter assurgit.
Praeterea si quis dolorem patiatur in parte, verbis medici consolatoriis confortatus deinde de salute tota
mentis attentione excogitat, spiritus a membro doloris ad instrumentum cogitationis, scilicet cerebrum,
revocatur. Unde tamen quia spiritus a loco dolenti subtrahitur, per quem sensibilitas membro tribuitur,
tum quia a loco dolenti animae attentio amputatur, per quam quantitas doloris metitur, dolor deficit vel
minoratur. Unde etiam martyres in principio passionis tanto minus flagella sentiebant, quanto magis a
corporis regimine sublatis spiritibus per contemplationem attentiore mente caelestia gaudia suspirabant.

Deinde in Dei gratia per patientiam confirmati, ut flagellantibus et videntibus Dei miracula
monstrarentur, quaslibet volebant poenas etiam mortales; sine omni laesione evadebant, ut iam de
futura beatitudine certi securi pervenirent ad palmam martyrii.

Sic et quidam tota mentis intentione de victoria cogitantes, sublata mentis intentione a membris,
illata vulnera non sentiunt, unde primo exercentes plurimum spiritum, per datam intentionem ad
membra laesa decurentem dolorem sentiunt manifeste.

Multotiens medicus de salute desperans horribili et suspecto sermone aegrotum alloquitur eique
mortem venturam quandoque denuntiat; quibus expavefactus aeger subito et insperato timore
concititur, unde cor immoderate constringitur, quo timore retractis spiritibus a membris, sic naturae vires perduntur, ut ante tempus statutum patiens ad interitum ducatur.\textsuperscript{33}
Translation

[Aphorism 39]
An incantation has effect by itself, with the cooperation of that which it pertains to, through the trustworthiness and merit in every way of the enchanter, or the trust and merit in every way of the person for whom the incantation is performed. When he believes in the power of incantation and already imagines its effect, he is delighted, and so the spirits, purified by the movement and then directed toward the [parts] in need of the incantation, put the incantation into effect. Contrary things lead to the contrary.

[Gloss]
Stones and things born from the earth have various powers. Therefore, we believe that intently pronounced words also have powers; and this is often the case. But sometimes maledictions do not harm the perfect, just like benedictions do not benefit them. Some people simulate incantations while administering a drug, not because [they believe that] a simulated incantation has any effect, but only to administer the efficacious object competently. And sometimes when one thing is joined to another, it enhances the effect of the other, just like the conjunction of a formula and a material substance effects a sacrament. For prayers and exorcisms, incantations, maledictions, and benedictions, and other such things, have effect through two different [channels], with the cooperation of the power of the things the aforementioned [formulas] principally pertain to. [They have effect] either through the merit and faith of the person pronouncing them, or through the merit and faith of the person for whom they are pronounced, or through the merit of both. Hence God, mollified by the Saints’ just merits and works, hearkens to their prayers, so that on account of these prayers He frees and liberates the unworthy and preserves them from due punishment. And in order to convert those who have strayed or improve the
good, He reveals signs and wonders at [the Saints’] request. When the unworthy pray for the worthy, God often grants their prayers, not because of their own merits, but because of the merits of those for whom they pray. So this is the case even more so when the worthy pray for the worthy.

According to God’s just judgment, it often happens that men get implicated in various errors while searching for abject things, and that those who are already entangled in sordid business get even more soiled. God allows those who believe that incantations have the power to harm or help to be caught in the traps of incantations, when demons, thanks to the powers they received [from Him], incline the hearts of the enchanters and the enchanted even more into believing in incantations in order to seduce them. And so it happens that demons, misusing knowledge, put the words which [the enchanters] already believe in their hearts and pronounce with their lips all the easier into effect all the more easily. Consequently, by granting their prayers and fulfilling their illicit desires, [demons] ensnare them even more in their errors.

And for this reason, because of the faith and merit of the enchanter, through the incantation a dragon is summoned from the deep caverns of the earth, forceful winds arise, and storms at sea grow stronger. And when various magical illusions are shown, the senses of some people are modified or made to perceive corporeal things differently than they really are. Alternatively, demons imprint shapes of different things into condensed air, in accordance with [the enchanters’] wishes, or they take on a garment of air. Transforming themselves by changing this airy body, they use it to show images of various animals or other things and to [simulate] perceptible actions. By these visions they try to deceive. A demon can transform himself into any kind of brute animal, just as he once could disguise himself as an angel of light (cf. 2 Cor. 11–14).

Sometimes [incantations have effect] because of the merit of the target of the incantation. When traces of iniquity are found in them, a demon presents images to the soul that match with the meaning
of the incantation. [They do this] via the spirit, as we said before. And when the images which they induce via the spirits are thought to be alive, [demons] inflame their [targets’] hearts violently toward hate or love. Or sometimes they remove other things that they [earlier] applied to the [targets’] body to harm their animal powers, so that they seem to cure by ceasing to harm. Thus demons are incited to do many different things by different idolatrous actions.

In order not to bore the reader by dwelling on this any longer, let us now turn to discussing this question according to natural philosophy. Through rational investigation it can be understood that words have effect, according to a natural philosophical understanding, because of the nature of the person uttering them, because of the way they are uttered, or because of the nature or the intense consideration of the one for whom the words are uttered.

[They have effect] through the nature of the speaker, when a physician who is born from pure matter and whose life functions are ensured by pure spirits frequently addresses the patient with soothing speech. As such, he purifies the air around him, changing it through the pure spirits emitted through his respiration. This air is then drawn in by the patient through frequent inspiration, and his spirit is either changed and purified by this union, or a new, purer spirit is produced out of it. And thus it happens that the humors and members are purified by the diffusion of pure spirits throughout the members, leading to an alleviation in the patient. Alternatively, these spirits strengthen the members even more, so that nature, invigorated, removes harmful things that must be expelled more easily from the painful spot. Consequently, the disease is defeated and the patient is liberated.

For the same reason a student is more easily brought to understand his master’s words, when his spirit, purified, renewed and cleansed by the spirit of his master via the air drawn in, moves the reasoning power more easily toward concordant reflection upon the things heard. And through assiduous speech the spirits of the pupil and the spirits of the teacher are brought into such conformity,
that [the pupil] easily assimilates his [master’s] teaching through effortless learning.

For the same reason, enduring cohabitation can cause a man to conform so much to a woman, that his love binds him [to her] by an unbreakable bond. So sweet is the soil of the native fatherland!

When a person is born in a region, his spirits correspond so well to the air of this region and his members so well to the food produced there, that when he leaves his fatherland he is hurt by the intake of unaccustomed air and food and does not recover easily unless he goes back home. For this reason anyone desires those things ardently, with which his spirits or body parts are in natural or acquired conformity. And thus some people hold each other very dear and care so much for one another because of some hidden or manifest conformity of nature, that neither can stand the ruin of the other. And for the same reason a handsome [man] can be more rapidly inflamed with love for an ugly woman than for a beautiful one.

And contrary causes sometimes lead to the contrary of the aforementioned [effects], as when a physician, who is born from corrupted matter and nourished by corrupted humors and whose life functions are ensured by impure spirits, corrupts and changes the air around the patient, via his breath, through his sedulous speech. When the patient draws this air in by inspiration, it changes and disturbs his spirit, and this corrupted spirit, circulating through the members, corrupts the humors and the members by affecting them. Because of the corruption of these three constituent parts the disease in the body grows stronger, and as it grows stronger it often kills the patient.

Moreover, since the spirits are the instruments of all the powers, their corruption disturbs all the powers of the soul and the body in their action, and the appalling state of the spirits so weakens the body that it easily succumbs to disease. Similarly, the corrupt spirits of the teacher engulf the spirits of the pupil via the intermediate air with his malignant influence. And once they are corrupted [too], the soul is disturbed in its action and loses its acuity, so that [the pupil] neither understands nor assimilates
anything from the lectures he hears. This is also why fawns and lambs are fascinated: When someone cajoles them and looks at them intently, his spirit engulfs the air they draw in with his malice. And when they draw in [the air] by inspiration, [their] spirits, humors, and members, which are very susceptible to change because they have only just been born, are corrupted; and once these are corrupted, they waste away and perish. Similarly, lepers and those suffering from scabies infect others through intensive conversation.

Generally speaking one abhors and fears any thing with respect to which one’s spirits or one’s body parts are in disharmony, on account of a natural or acquired dissimilarity. This is why someone who has poisonous spirits can kill someone else by infecting him, even though he has wounded him only slightly, and even if [the victim] would survive a more serious wound inflicted by someone else. Similarly, wolves and some poisonous animals disturb, corrupt, and sometimes even kill those that they have infected by engulfing them with their malice, through their bite, sting, or gaze. But if the spirit of the healer or the teacher corresponds to the spirit of the patient or the pupil, it changes the air through assiduous conversation; and since the spirit of the patient or the pupil who inhales it naturally corresponds to it, the spirit [of the patient or the pupil] is easily repaired and fortified by the air drawn in; and once repaired, it impels nature to expel superfluities more rapidly.

[Incantations also have effect] through the manner of speaking [of the enchanter] and the intense consideration of the person who listens. When the physician gently eases the patient’s mind, by promising health firmly with soothing speech and pleasant promises, the patient, now confident of recovery, grows exceptionally cheerful. The hope of regaining health causes his heart, which is constricted by the intensity of the illness and the fear of death, to begin to dilate. This dilatation makes it take in a lot of air and spirit, and the diffusion [of this spirit] throughout the members boosts the power that governs [the body] to such an extent that it forcefully brings on a perfect crisis.
Moreover, if someone suffering from pain in one part of his body is comforted by the consolatory words of the physician and thinks with full concentration of the mind about recovery, his spirit is called away from the member in pain toward the instrument of thought, that is, the brain. Then the pain either subsides or diminishes, because the spirit on which the sensitivity of the member depends is called away from the painful spot, and because the attention of the soul which makes one fear the severity of the pain is no longer focused on the painful spot. This is what happened to the martyrs in the beginning of their passion: The more they yearned for celestial joys through attentive contemplation of the mind—their spirits withdrawn from managing the body—, the less they felt the pain of torture. Hence, confirmed of being in God’s grace by their patience, they wanted the punishments to be mortal, so that God’s miracles would be shown to both the torturers and the spectators when they escaped unscathed; and so they safely reached the palm of martyrdom, already assured of future beatitude. The same phenomenon applies to those who do not feel the wounds they have suffered, because they think of victory with undivided attention of the mind and take away the attention of their mind from the body: They only feel the pain racing when they agitate a lot of spirit by giving their attention to the wounded members.

When a physician despairs of his patient’s health, he often addresses him with dreadful and suspect speech and sometimes announces his impending death to him. Terrorized, the patient is shaken by a sudden and desperate fear, leading to a severe constriction of the heart. The fear makes the spirits retreat from the members, causing the natural powers to go to waste, so that the patient is led to ruin before the assigned moment.

<i>NOTES</i>

i. pertinent C.

ii. ipsius C.
iii. deputati C.
iv. iam C.
v. solvet C.
vi. agatur C.
vii. sordescunt C.
viii. ut C add.
ix. C om.
x. sentiendum C.
xi. repraesentando C.
 xii. attendant C.
xiii. vegetatur C.
xiv. alternatus C.
xv. spiritus C.
xvi. habitatione C.
xvii. quaelibet C NC.
xviii. ea C NC.
xix. desiderante C; desiderant NC.
xx. favet C.
xxi. de C.
xxii. consideratione C.
xxiii. ipsius C.
xxiv. in C add.
xxv. alternando C; NC om.
xxvi. corruptionem C.
xxvii. cervi parvi] pueri teneri NC. See n. 50 on p. XXX.
xxviii. corridet C.
xxix. aliquid C; NC. om.
xxx. infectione C.
xxxi. tractus C.
xxxii. expellenda C.
xxxiii. adducatur C.